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With the advent and widespread use of e-cigarettes, exposure to 
nicotine is arguably higher and more accessible than ever. Although 
much is known about the systemic effects of nicotine, some 
clinically-relevant areas still remain unclear, such as the effect of 
nicotine on stem cells and its implications in regenerative medicine. 
This poster reviews recent studies on the mesenchymal stem cells, 
with a focus on the effect of cigarette smoke on dental stem cells.
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References were sourced on Google Scholar and PubMed using the
keywords “dental stem cell nicotine,” “dental stem cell cigarette
smoke,” “mesenchymal stem cells,” and “dental stem cells”.
References included were within 10 years of publication.

Effect of cigarette smoke on mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs)
It has been shown that cigarette smoke extract (CSE) exhibits dose-
dependent inhibitory effects in MSC viability and migration. High
concentrations of CSE (5 and 10%) had lethal effects on MSCs.
Lower concentrations (1%), however, showed no significant
difference in cell viability, but impaired cell migration2. In vivo
experiments have also shown that exposure to low-moderate
human exposure of cigarette smoke to mice decreased recruitment
and differentiation of MSCs to sites of injury3.
Another study showed that MSC exposure to nicotine, an active
compound in cigarette smoke, produced similar dose-dependent
effects on osteoblastic differentiation. Exposure to 2mM of nicotine
significantly decreased measures of osteoblastic differentiation such
as calcium accumulation, alkaline phosphatase activity, and bone
sialoprotein4. Other nicotine-containing products such as e-
cigarettes have also shown to suppress proliferation and
osteoblastic differentiation of MSCs5.

Effect of cigarette smoke on dental stem cells

Figure 1. Illustration of origins of various dental stem cells: postnatal dental pulp stem cells
(DPSCs), stem cells from human exfoliated deciduous teeth (SHED), periodontal ligament stem
cells (PDLSCs), dental follicle progenitor cells (DFPCs), alveolar bone-derived MSCs (ABMSCs),
stem cell from apical papilla (SCAP), tooth germ progenitor cells (TGPCs), and gingival MSCs
(GMSCs). 1. Postnatal/permanent tooth, 2. Enamel, 3. Dentin, 4. Pulp chamber, 5. Periodontal
ligament, 6. Alveolar bone, 7. Apical papilla, 8. Deciduous tooth, 9. Erupting permanent tooth, 10.
Gingiva, 11. Dental follicle

It has been shown that dental pulp stem cells (DPSCs) cultured
from third molars of smokers exhibited significantly less expression
of osteogenic differentiation markers and decreased proliferation
rates compared to DPSCs cultured from non-smokers6.
These results mirror those of a similar study with periodontal
ligament stem cells (PDLSCs) isolated from smokers, which showed
a 2.53-fold decrease in proliferation rates, reduced calcium
deposition levels following osteogenic differentiation in vitro, and a
12% slower migration rate compared to PDLSCs from non-
smokers7. It has been proposed that nicotine induces osteogenic
differentiation deficiency of PDLSCs via activation of α7 nicotinic
acetylcholine receptor (α7 nAChR) and the wnt/β-catenin signaling
pathway. This impairment of osteogenic differentiation of PDLSCs
by nicotine may contribute to smoking related periodontitis8.

The similarities between the responses of mesenchymal stem cells
and dental stem cells to cigarette smoke offers a unique opportunity
to apply previous MSC research to future dental stem cell studies.
The incorporation of continued research, in vivo studies, and clinical
trials may elucidate the effects cigarette smoke and nicotine on
dental stem cells as well as broaden our understanding of
regenerative medicine and its implications for the oral cavity.

Nicotine has been shown to have a dose-dependent effect on
PDLSCs. Higher doses (10-3 mol/L) induced vacuolar degeneration
and a significant decrease in cell proliferation. Lower doses (10-4 to
10-6 mol/L) produced a less significant difference in cell morphology
and a reduced effect on cell proliferation8.
The mechanism by which nicotine affects dental stem cells remains
largely uncertain. It has been proposed that this could be the result
of miRNA downregulation of genes responsible for cell migration
(protein tyrosine kinase 2) and osteogenic differentiation (RUNX
family transcription factor 2)9. It has been suggested that nicotine
stimulates the upregulation of miR-1305, which binds directly to the
3’ UTR of the downstream pluripotency factor POLR3G in stem cells
thereby hindering stem cell differentiation10. Still, much of this
mechanism remains unclear and more research is needed to
understand the full scope to which nicotine affects stem cell
function.
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Stem cells are distinguished from other cell types due to two
important defining characteristics. First, stem cells must exhibit self-
renewal potential, which is the ability to produce identical copies of
themselves through mitotic divisions over time. Second, stem cells
must exhibit multilineage differentiation potential – pluripotency,
which is the ability to give rise to various specialized cell types and
serves as the driving concept behind stem cell regeneration. They
also possess migration potential in order to reach sites of injury.
These abilities allow stem cells to participate in the body’s natural
processes of wound healing and tissue generation and raise the
potential of using stem cells in various applications in regenerative
medicine.
However, certain environmental predisposing conditions such as
cigarette smoke can negatively impact these abilities and stem cell
viability for transplantation and regeneration. Most of the research
conducted on stem cells involves mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs),
typically from the bone marrow. The substantial growth in this
research has allowed further understanding of the deleterious
effects of cigarette smoke on MSCs, as well as improved our
knowledge on the therapeutic usage of MSCs for smoking patients.
As of now, there is a considerable lack of research focused on
dental stem cells. Given that the first exposure to smoke occurs in
the oral cavity, and that the content of nicotine is estimated to be
nearly 8 times higher in saliva than in blood plasma (8 hours
following application of nicotine patch; saliva: 76.8 ng/ml, plasma:
10.0 ng/ml)1, the potentially more susceptible stem cell populations
in the oral cavity deserve more attention. Dental stem cells share
many properties with MSCs, and a disruption in their function by
higher concentrations of a known inhibitor of stem cell function
would create significant problems in the repair process.
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